
Manage complex pricing 
with ease and efficiency

Simplifying Pricing
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Drive prices and determine 
true profitability
Vistex’s solution for pricing 
maintenance is a comprehensive 

pricing solution that covers everything from 
agreement initiation to analytics for buy- and sell-
side, while retaining the “core” SAP architecture. 
The solution footprint covers price administration, 
deal management, price execution, and reporting. 
User-friendly layouts and intuitive functionality 
allow users to adjust prices without delay while 
providing the ability to execute mass pricing 
updates, automating maintenance and eliminating 
hours of manual processes. Vistex’s solution for 
pricing maintenance saves organizations time and 
frees resources by getting prices into your system 

more efficiently and by evaluating that data. The 

Effectively manage your business with

Price Management

 ■ Price Administration 
Maintain and improve pricing more 
efficiently and smarter with essential tools 

 ■ Deal Management 
Gain visibility into complex promotions and 
programs at the time of sale with variable 
qualifications 

 ■ Price Execution  
Determine the correct price for purchasable 
products simply and easily 

 ■ Price Analytics  
Establish true margin and complete gross-
to-net information by evaluate pricing, 
incentives, and revenue-sharing programs

As product offerings continue to grow in response to consumer demand, it has become 
increasingly important to gain visibility into the complex pricing scenarios that can be offered 
to customers, manufacturers, and channel partners. Vistex solutions effectively manage 
complex pricing challenges with ease and reliability.
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Price Management
Benefits of effective

system runs formulas and calculations to drive 

prices, helping users evaluate all programs and 

rebates to determine true profitability.

Business-defined pricing
To avoid errors in maintaining prices 
in your order entry or materials 
management system, a solution is 
needed that allows users to enter 

pricing efficiently, providing the visibility to review 
proposed changes and make accurate changes 
in a timely manner. Vistex’s solution for pricing 
maintenance provides price administration tools 
that enable customers to perform mass maintenance 
of pricing and effective dates; to validate pricing 
according to business-defined price policies; and 
to conduct and track reviews and approvals with 
comprehensive workflow tools. The solution also 
makes pricing administration easier with features 
that import and manage commodity prices. In 
addition, Vistex’s solution for pricing maintenance 
can automatically determine updated pricing 

through user-defined formulas and logic for 
commodity pricing, price indices, and prices of bill of 
material components.

Analyze the success of 
pricing strategies
In today’s rapidly changing 
business environment, it is 

not enough to just manage pricing structures 
- businesses also need to analyze the success 
of pricing strategies. Vistex’s solution for pricing 
maintenance comprehensively manages pricing, 
incentives and revenue-sharing by analyzing 
proposed pricing to determine true margin and 
show the complete gross-to-net, component-by-
component, for individual products or for an entire 
product line or agreement.
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Real Solutions, Real Benefits
Price Management

 ■ Approve and validate pricing systematically 
without duplication 

 ■ Automatically update records with mass 
maintenance of pricing and effectivity dates 

 ■ Gain full visibility from time of sale into deal 
management with multiple products  

 ■ Analyze true margin of products or agreements 

 ■ Conduct and track reviews and approvals 

 ■  Deploy ‘what-if’ scenarios that boost profitability 

 ■ Communicate prices out via catalogs or price lists 
(complete or delta catalogs) 

 ■ Create price proposals for review and publishing
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Deployment Options

Run it your way
Whether you decide to run your systems on-premise, in the cloud or in a hybrid 
environment, Vistex’s innovative solution extensions for SAP empower your organization 
with unprecedented visibility into any Go-to-Market program and performance. Gain deeper 
insight and enable fact-based decisions to drive revenue, control cost, minimize leakage, 
and streamline processes. With a range of deployment options for all your Go-to-Market 
programs, you choose the way that works best for your business needs.

Choose which option is right for your business

On Premise In Cloud Hybrid
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About Vistex

Make More. Keep More. Grow Smarter.

In CloudOn-PremiseServicesSoftware

Solutions for SAP

Innovative solution extensions for SAP software. 
SAP resells these applications under the following names:

SAP Data Maintenance for ERP – 
Pricing by Vistex

SAP Data Maintenance by Vistex, 
pricing option for SAP S/4HANA

Vistex provides enterprises with solutions that manage pricing, incentive, rebate, rights and royalty and channel 
programs to enhance business performance while reducing labor and infrastructure costs. The software and services 
provided by Vistex are optimized by industry to deliver an end-to-end solution for the design, management and 
administration of the entire spectrum of go-to-market programs. Enterprises are empowered with unprecedented 
visibility into program performance, and gain deeper insights to better enable fact-based decisions that drive revenue, 
control cost, minimize leakage, and streamline processes. Vistex Solutions for SAP software utilize the core SAP ERP and 
SAP S/4HANA environments to maximize customer investment.
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